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Any student of cell biology cannot help but be impressed with

the exquisite organization of cellular and subcellular compartments,
where Individual proteins and even nucleic acids are targeted to specific
domains and held together In macromolecular assemblies to achieve
orderly and efficient interactions. Perhaps nowhere is the specialization
of cellular compartments more apparent than in the nervous system,
where the cell contains multiple, well-defined functional domains,
each with its own unique biochemical character. The nervous system
is also unique in the large number of gene products expressed and
their heterogeneous distribution, not only within cells but also between
different cell populations. Over half of the genes identified in the hu-
man genome are thought to be expressed in the nervous system. To
realize the full impact of the genomicand proteomic efforts of the last
decade, structural complexity in biological systems must be addressed
at scales of resolution ranging from 1 nmto 100 umand up. New tools
are needed to tackle one of the next grand challenges in biological
science: situating proteins and macromolecular complexes within their
cellular and tissue-specific environments.

Technological improvements in both light and electron microscopic
imaging have led to major advances in our ability to fill in missing
information between the molecular and cellular reaims. At the light
microscopic level, computational image restoration techniques and
the optical sectioning capabilities of the confocal and multipnoton mi-
croscopes are increasing our ability to retrieve 3D and 4D (3D + time)
information at me resolution achievable with optical-based imaging
techniques. At the electron microscopic level, electron tomography is
revealing new information about the 3D ultra structure of tissues, cells
and macromolecular complexes (as reviewed in references 1-3), Using
tomography, a 3D structure (also referred to as a tomogram) is obtained
containing all Internal substructures with the potential of mapping the
location and segregation of functionally important macromolecules in
3D at much higher resolution than can be achieved by serial section-
ing (4-7). Electron tomography is filling in large gaps in our knowledge
about structures in the 5-40 nm range because of the ability to generate
computed slices through a 3D volume at much higher resolution than
can be achieved by physical sectioning. It also has proven useful in
combination with high voltage electron microscopy for the study of
overall cell and tissue organization on a large scale, bridging the gap
between light and electron microscopy.

Electron tomography is moving from a specialized experimental
technique practiced by a few laboratories to one that is delivering critical
new information to cell biologists, structural biologists and neuroseien-
tists. This migration has been fueled in part by increased computational
power and the availability of higher voltage electron microscopes with
computer controlled specimen stages, column optics and digital Im-
age recording. Electron tomography has led to major revisions In our
understanding of even well studied structures such as the mitochon-
dria and the Golgi apparatus, in fact, electron tomography of frozen
specimens ("cryotomography") was named a runner-up "breakthrough
of the year" by Science magazine for 2002 (8). Three of the National
Institutes of Health Research Resources: The Boulder Laboratory
for 3-Dimensional Electron Microscopy of Cells at the University of
Colorado (Boulder, Colorado), The Resource for the Visualization of
Biological Complexity at the Wadsworth Center {Albany, New York)
and The National Center of Microscopy and Imaging Research at the
University of California, San Diego (La Jolla, California) are dedicated
to the application and further advancement of electron tomographic
imaging and reconstruction technology (9).

Tomography is a generalized method for reconstructing the interior
of an object in 3D from independently acquired 2D views or projections.
Examples of tomography applications include not only those for electron
microscopy {called electron tomography), but also computerized axial
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tomography (CAT)-scan Imaging for medical imaging. The principles
of the data collection and reconstruction are the same in spite of the
different resolution scales and specimen preparation methods. The
Austrian mathematician Johann Radon derived the mathematical
formulation for tomographic reconstruction in 1917. While the theory
behind tomographic reconstruction was proposed over 85 years ago,
implementation of tomographic imaging technology started with the age
of modern computing in the 1970's. Two Nobel prizes were awarded
that directly related to 3-D reconstructions methods used in tomo-
graphic reconstruction: one shared by Allan M. Cormackand Godfrey
N, Hounsfield in 1979 for the development of CAT-scanning and one,
in 1982, to Aaron Klug, in part for his development of 3D reconstruction
methodology of molecular structures using electron microscopy.

Tomography involves recording images over a broad angular
range so that the 3D structure will have adequate resolution along
the three axes. For a volume determined by electron tomography, the
three axes, X, Y and Z, are defined by the optical setup of the electron
microscope. The Z axis is usually defined as the one parallel to. the:,
electron beam, whereas X and Y are perpendicular to the optical axis.
For tomography, the Y axis usually refers to the tilt axis. For the type
of tomography discussed here, the specimen typically consists of a
section of biological material prepared for electron microscopy. Tomog-
raphy consists of four major steps: data acquisition, image alignments,
reconstruction and visualization and analysis of the reconstruction (see
Fig. 1). In tomographic techniques, either the specimen or detector is
rotated to obtain each projection. In the electron microscope, it is the
specimen that is tilted along a single axis from -60° to 60° with im-
ages (projections) recorded at equal 1 to 2° Increments. Many factors
affect the resolution achievable in a given reconstruction. One of the
main determinants is the angular range over which the specimen is
sampled. Tilt Images generally cannot be recorded over a full 360' due
to physical limitations imposed by specimen holders, specimen grids
and tilt stages. The limited angular range leads to a "missing wedge" of
Information, resulting In decreased resolution in the Z axis compared to
the X and Y {c.f. reference^ 0). Finer increments between consecutive
tilts and acquiring data at higher tilt angles (> + 60°) usually result In
an Increase in the Z axis resolution. Conversely, for a fixed tilt range
and increment, the resolution decreases as the thickness of the section
increases (11). For resolving molecular structures in complex cellular
and tissue contexts, section thickness is typically limited to 0.5 jjm for
microscopes of 400 keV. To increase the extent of reconstruction, a
method called serial section electron tomography is employed, whereby
serial thick sections are be obtained and reconstructed. The resulting
volumes in the series are aligned and merged into a single volume
(12-14), When molecular resolution is not required, as in 3D studies
of higher order complex cellular structures within a tissue, sections up
to 4 um have been employed with success in combination with ultra
high voltage electron microscopy (3 MeV, (15; 16). These thicker sec-
tions have been used to measure dendritic spines In neuronal spiny
dendrites (as seen in Figure 2C-E). In this case, the dendrites are
100's of microns in length, while the spines have features of interest
-50 nm in diameter. The UHVEM is necessary to image such thick
sections because the thickness of the section Increases as the inverse
of the cosine of the tilt angle so that at 60° and at 70" till, the amount of
specimen that the electron must travel through Is two and three times,
respectively, that at 0° and that one should use an electron microscope
with appropriate penetration power.

Prior to data acquisition, some specimen dependent choices must
be made for determining imaging and computational parameters that,
in the end, will provide the best reconstruction containing clearly de-
tectable features. For some specimens whose features follow a long
central axis, such as a nerve or macrofiber, it is advantageous to orient
the area of interest along the tilt axis, because the resolution along
the tilt axis will always be optimal compared to the axis perpendicular
to the tlit axis. To equalize the resolution between the X and Y axis,
double tilt tomography has been employed which involves the merging
of data using two orthogonal single axis tiit series. Because this pro-
cedure decreases the missing wedge of Information, resolution is also
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A. Specimen prepared for EM (plastic embedded thick
sections or frozen-hydrated for cryo-EM).

B. Grids are examined on a £ 200 keV EM.

C. A tilt series is collected, typicaily with 1-2
increments between images. Images digitized if on
film.

D. Tilt images are aligned to a common axis by
calculating positions of common fiducial marks or
correlational alignments.

E. Rotational and translational shifts applied to all
images.

i
F. After normalization and corrections for tilt and

warpage, a volume is calculated using back
projection or re-iterative algorithms.

G. The 3D reconstruction is viewed.

I
H. Features are traced or segmented in 3D and rendered

for visualization. Segmen1

areas are also analyzed
for surface area, length
and volumes of
specific features or
compartments.
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Figure 1. Highly schematized flowchart of electron tomography as applied to the nervous
system. The pictures at the right hand side are indicative of the work product one obtains at the various
steps in electron tomography (see text for details).

improved along the Z axis (17; 18). Considerations for determining a
magnification for data acquisition are based on either defining an "area
of interest" or determining a resolution necessary for imaging specific
features within the structure. In the first criterion, the magnification is
determined so that the image will contain the entire area of interest. In
the latter criterion, in order to determine if an image or tomogram will
deliver sufficient resolution to image specific features, the ftnal pixel
size must be calculated based on pixel size of the recording medium
divided by the microscope magnification. If images are collected on film,
these are digitized at a sufficiently fine scan raster. For both film and
CCD images, the magnification must be determined so that the pixel
sampling on the specimen obeys the Shannon sampling criterion for
resolving features {19). However, an additional criterion for determining
magnification and number of images collected may be the radiation
sensitivity of the sample. Radiation sensitivity is particularly important
with unstained, native specimens (20).

The quality of the tomographic reconstruction is absolutely depen-
dent upon the precision with which the tilt series can be aligned. Two
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methods of aligning the images to
each other are commonly used. The
first is a correlational approach that
calculates the rotation and transla-
tion vectors based on cross- and
auto-correlation functions, how-
ever, for this approach to work the
data in the individual tilts should not
vary much between consecutive tilt
images and Is therefore, used !h
conjunction with cosine weighted
angle data acquisition and with thin
samples {21). The second approach
is ta use fiducial marks whereby
goid beads or other electron dense
objects are used to align the image
data to a common origin. Colloidal
gold is commonly applied to the
top and/or bottom of the section or
layered onto an aqueous sample,
as is the practice for tomographic
imaging of isolated macromolecu-
lar structures. Computer programs
track the fiducials and calculate a
least squares fit of the fiducial mark-
ers. Depending on the specific least
squares fitting alignment algorithm
used, the minimum number of gold
beads necessary to track a series
is -6-8 for each image and these
markers need to be common to ei-
ther the entire stack of images or a
sizable subset of consecutive imag-
es. One of the benefits of using the
fiducial marker alignment approach
over correlational alignments is that
these fiducials can be used as an In-
dependent measure of specimen or
image distortions and "out of plane"
tilt of the sample. The rotation and
translation vectors determined from
this fitting procedure are then ap-
plied to each ofimages. In general,
the greater the number of fiducials,
the more precise the alignment of
the image data set and the better
the quality of reconstruction. The
latter can be seen in the clarity and

distinctiveness of the features such
as membranes, microtubules or neu-
rofilaments within the volume.

Once the image set is aligned, a volume is calculated using re-
construction algorithms, such as R-weighted back-projections, SIRT
or ART. Prior to this calculation, normalization and cosine weighting
corrections of the image stack are performed to ensure image values
are related to the mass density values in the objects imaged, More
sophisticated reconstruction algorithms perform distortion corrections
for non-eucentricity. tilt and warpage during the volume calculation
step (22; 23). Alignment calculations are typically performed on stan-
dard UNIX workstations and take seconds to minutes to run, however,
depending on the size of the images and volumes, computations may
be quite long for large volumes {e.g. depending on the workstation,
2-4 hours for a 1.6 gigapixel reconstruction from 2K x 2K CCD Images
from a standard R-weighted backprejection algorithm). Parallelizing the
backprojection algorithm can result in a speedup proportional to the
number of computer processors (24). The whole volume is visualized
by rendering methods {e.g. surface or volume rendering) or specific
features in it or can be analyzed by segmentation determined either by
manual or semi-automatic tracing algorithms or automatic segmenta-
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tion algorithms using density values
within the tomogram. Segmentation
Is often the most time consuming
part of the process because of the
human intervention and a priori
knowledge required to interpret the
volumes.

Contrast is critical in determin-
ing the visibility and reliability of fea-
tures within a tomogram. In plastic
embedded biological material,
contrast is mainly due to deposition
of osmium, uranyl acetate and lead.
For macromolecular complexes in
suspension, the source of contrast
can either arise from negative stain
or, in vitrified samples, by adjusting
the defocus settings to maximize
density differences between protein,
Ice, lipid and nucleic acids.

Several groups have been
pushing the resolution of tomo-
graphic reconstructions to reveal the
structure of molecular specializa-
tions in situ and fitting these struc-
tures with higher resolution struc-
tures derived from cryomicroscopy
and X-ray crystallography (5). Most
of these studies employ imaging
of unfixed and unstained prepara-
tions using cryo-tomography. While
there have been some landmark
achievements in cryo-electron to-
mography such as the recent work
from Baumeister's laboratory (6),
interpretable reconstructions have
been limited to either thin areas of
cells, Isolated complexes or organ-
elles (25-27) or gutted cells (5). This
[imitation is mainly due to the Inter-
pretability of overlapping structures
found in the dense cell cytoplasm
The goal in each of these was the

Figure 2. Examples of electron tomographic analysis of three nervous system tissues. (A)
ancl fBJ are from hippocampal neurons ion the brain and have been selectively stained foractin with an
eosin tagged phalloidin that binds to filamentous actin. These ectin bundles are highly concentrated within
^e dendritic spines as shown in green in the confocal micrograph in (A). The red label is an injected
uncanjugated red dye that fills the entire dendritic tree. The eosin conjugate is then photooxidized for ET

The goal in each of these was the (see text for details) and the material can be viewed at much higher resolution to visualize only the dendritic
recognition of well-studied cellular sPjnes (as indicated by the arrow) but neighboring structures such as synaptic vesicles in (B). Panels
r n m n n n . n f c . _. r r h „ „ mitnrhnnriria (C'E) contain one image from the tilt series (C), a volume rendering of the 3D reconstruction (D) and a
\j\Ji I 1UUI ICI H i iLJLjl t O5 II II IL.'L-I I L-'l I LI I I L'I , , _ , , , r , . , i r -M _r i r • i • r

, teosomes or actin se9mente<^ an<^computer graphics surface rendering of a medium spiny dendrite from the neostriatum of
"''•'' '"'": ••'"''"' ' " '" ' '•''"" the brain (F). The images shown in (F) and (G) are from a volume containing a node of Ranvier in dorsal

roots of the peripheral nervous system. Pane! (F) is a slice from the reconstruction demonstrating great
complexity and details while panel (G) is a visualization of many of the membrane compartments that
have been traced, segmented and surface rendered so as to help in interpretation of this complex unit
consisting of the axon and two Schwann cells (pnt - paranodal loops).

filaments. Our sister Research
Resources at Albany, and Bouider
have had active roles in developing
and extending this methodology in
cellular imaging of unstained and
vitreous specimens as well as specimens conventionally prepared.

At NCM1R, we seek to understand how proteins map onto complex
cellular microdomains like synapses, and how these domains in turn
relate to higher orders of structure (see examples of such large scale
structures in Fig. 2), Although cryo-tomography of unstained material
offers the opportunity to study close to native molecular structure (n
situ (28), this approach is not often feasible for many interesting ques-
tions in cell biology, particularly in the nervous system. The brain is
the most highly differentiated and heterogeneous of all tissues. Each
cubic micron of neuropil can contain dozens of cellular components,
each with their own unique macromolecular specializations, and these
components vary from brain region to brain region. Determining the
molecular specializations of these domains requires the use of selec-
tive stains to highlight proteins of Interest. Additional information is
often required from light microscopic imaging of the same tissue both
to locate sparsely distributed proteins or to provide clues to the identity
of the cell where they are located. In addition, the revolution in light
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microscopic live imaging techniques continues to reveal a level of cel-
lular dynamism that belies the static view of the nervous system we
typically see in electron micrographs. Key questions in neurobiology,
e.g., the role of receptor trafficking in synaptic plasticity, require the
ability to follow dynamic processes in the light microscope followed by
additional analysis at the ultrastructural level.

NCMIR has pioneered the use of fluorescence photooxidation as a
staining technique for correlated light and electron microscopic imaging
(4; 29-31). Reactive oxygen, generated when fluorescent compounds
are strongly excited, drives the oxidation of diaminobenzidine (DAB) into
an insoluble polymer that can be rendered electron-dense by treatment
with osmium tetroxide (32; 33). We made fluorescence photooxidation
compatible with immunolabellng, small molecule specific labeling and in
situ hybridization,, using the fluorophore eosin, a brominated derivative
of fluorescein (29; 34). This method has the advantage of correlating
low resolution analysis at the light microscope to the finer ultrastruc-
tural details obtainable at the electron microscope. The specificity of
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the photooxidation-generated labeling and localization Is outstanding
compared to enzyme-based methods due to the limited spread of the
reaction product. The reactive oxygen species are relatively short-lived
and do not diffuse far from thB site of production while at the same
time, the extensive cross-linking of tissue minimizes the. spread of the
reaction product.

Critical improvements to the tomographic process are occurring
at every step from specimen to analysis. These include: further devel-
opment of methods for Increasing contrast in specimens, automation
of data collection, creating mosaics for larger fields as well as devel-
opment of larger CCD cameras (>16 mega pixels), energy filtering,
improvements in image alignment and refinement of volumes, faster
volume computation using parallel processing, corrections for large
contrast transfer function (CTF) values especially at high tilts, improved
auto-segmentation algorithms and applications of noise and smoothing
filters for improved interpretation and segmentation of tomograms. In
addition, many researchers are moving forward with using their tomo-
graphic reconstructions as starting models for cellular function simula-
tions (35; 36) and also depositing their structures into databases to be
used as data inputs for physiological modeling, algorithm development
and further structural analyses (37). In conclusion, while the technique
has gained recognition in such high profile journals as Science and
Nature, we have not yet seen the pinnacle of electron tomography and
we expect this imaging technology to yield significant and far-reaching
discoveries for years to come (38). •
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2186 Bering Drive, San Jose, CA 95131,
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